
Savor local flavor!

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 2017

NOT YOUR RUN OF THE MILL EVENING!

#IslesFallFest

fall festfall festfall fest
AT M I L L  O N E



Dear Friends, 

For 36 years, Isles has taken a 
different path. We combine local 
wisdom and global best practices to 
test and create innovative ways to 
meet an audacious mission: family 
self-reliance and healthy communities. 
The best ways for us to meet that 
mission? Grow fresh food in the city; 
build energy-efficient, healthy homes 
and parks; foster family assets and 
wealth; convert old factories for public 
uses; train youth and adults for green 
jobs; and clean up dangerous toxins 
that poison children.

Along the way, we’ve brought services to people eager to improve 
their own lives and communities. Young people gain diplomas, 
credentials and jobs, but they also start families and become beacons 
of light in their neighborhoods. Residents, students and community 
groups grow food in places that lack supermarkets. Lower wage 
employees secure their families’ futures by learning to save money 
and improve their credit.

We’ve learned that challenges facing under-resourced cities don’t stop 
at their borders. First ring suburbs now experience many of the same 
pressures. The whole region should be in this together.

Isles’ Social Profit Center represents our commitment to building 
community across old boundaries. As part of that goal, we’re making 
it easier for social, environmental and arts organizations to co-locate 
in a beautiful, high performing common ground. When groups work 
together, the whole region benefits. Through this investment, we 
expect many organizations to be even more thoughtful, effective and 
powerful. 

This is only possible when friends and supporters join us. Thank you 
for being here tonight and for all you do in support of this important 
work. It takes more than a village—it takes a region, thoughtfully 
focused on its opportunities to make a difference.

Message from Marty Welcome to Fall Fest!

Tonight’s Program
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5:30—6:30 pm



Revitalize communities. Isles helps residents plan 
their neighborhoods’ future, and develop energy efficient 
and healthy homes, parks, gardens, and safe streets.

Train and educate. Isles offers an alternative school 
and energy and environmental job training. 

Isles fosters self-reliant families & healthy sustainable communities.
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Some of the benefits of this work:

• Youth	avoid	lead	poisoning	for	life
• Young	adults	escape	the	costly	prison	pipeline
• Workers	become	financially	stable
• Family	health	and	budgets	improve	by	growing	tens	of

   thousands of pounds of fresh food in the city

• And many more...

Join transformative work.
          Donate today at isles.org/donate or at
          the Donation Station on Floor 3!

Supporting Isles means joining a community of caring 
people who bring this mission to life. Your support 
helps those we serve gain:

• A	high	school	education
• Reliable	job	skills	and	employment
• A	home	free	from	lead,	asbestos	and	other

environmental hazards
• Community	spaces	that	are	clean,	safe	and	welcoming
• Fresh	food,	grown	locally
• Stronger,	healthier	communities

At Isles, we provide a “toolbox” of services. We:

Build wealth.	Isles	offers	innovative	financial	services,	
loans, and social enterprises.

Promote healthy living. Isles removes environmental 
hazards, improves open space, and supports more than 
70 school and community gardens.
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Hor d’oeuvres—1st and 3rd Floors 5:30—6:30 pm 
Occasions by Cintron, Princeton – Global Cuisines ~ Locally Sourced

Entrée Stations—3rd Floor Event Dining Space 6:30 pm—9:00 pm 
1911 SmokeHouse Bar-B-Que, Trenton—Smoked American BBQ

Annie’s Hot on D Spot Roti Shop, Hamilton—Caribbean
Café Seventy Two/Cugino’s, Ewing—American and Italian

Health is Wealth Restaurant and Juice Bar, Trenton—Vegetarian/Vegan
Ila Mae’s, Trenton—Soul food

La Cabaña Bakeshop and Restaurant, Trenton—Latin American
                                               , Ewing—Neighborhood Italian 
Studio B Bakery and Bistro, Trenton—New Orleans style

The Dapper Chef, Trenton—Caribbean
Trenton Junior Chefs, Trenton—Seasonally inspired catering

Dessert Stations—3rd Floor Cocktail/Dessert Dining Space 7:15–9:30 pm 
Franca Bakery, Trenton—Baked treats

La Cabaña Bakeshop and Restaurant, Trenton—Latin American desserts
Italian Peoples Bakery, Trenton—Italian desserts

Studio B Bakery and Bistro, Trenton—New Orleans style desserts
The Cheesecake Lady, Hamilton Square—Homemade cheesecakes

Party Tray’s Etc by Judy, Lawrenceville—Tea, coffee and fruit and herb infused water

Beverages—1st and 3rd Floors 
Specialty Stations—3rd Floor 

BAI, Trenton 
Jersey Cider Works, Newark

The Referend Bier Blendery, Hopewell 
River Horse Brewery, Ewing 
Valenzano Winery, Shamong

Food and Drink Artists at Work

Local artists are creating pieces throughout the evening. Visit them 
early and then return later in the evening to see their work progress!

Artist’s Lounge—1st Floor 

LANK
Hamilton artist, designer and educator Jonathan Conner (LANK) will create a mixed 
media painting over the course of evening, combining spray paint stencils and 
watercolor. LANK is a member of the mural group S.A.G.E. Collective—pieces from 
their Windows of Soul 2016 Initiative are also on display in the Artists’ Lounge.

Leon Rainbow
Leon will create live paint on canvas using a mixed media approach employing 
water-based sprays, paint markers, and acrylics. Trenton based, with work on both 
city	walls	and	in	galleries,	Leon	takes	graffiti	and	morphs	it	with	fine	art.

Eric Schultz
Trenton born Eric Schultz works predominantly in the medium of metal, particularly 
found object sculpture, such as the bee he will create during the event. He 
currently has studios at the Grounds for Sculpture in Hamilton, NJ and his home in 
Philadelphia, PA.

Artist in Residence Studio—1st Floor 

Liz Amaral
From a young age and thanks to the Trenton art community, Liz found inspiration 
to create. Along with local shows, she has collaborated with S.A.G.E., Trenton 
Beautification	Society,	and	the	Common	Thread	shows.	Liz	paints	and	performs	at	
Trenton Social open mic nights. Tonight she will perform jazz music with Michael 
Bernabe and create an abstract piece consisting of acrylic paint and intricate ink 
designs.

Malcolm Bray
English artist Malcolm Bray moved to his Mill One studio in 2016 after working and 
exhibiting in NYC, NJ and most recently in Lambertville. His work is characterized as 
belonging to a branch of Abstract Expressionism, drawing inspiration from Picasso, 
Pollock and de Kooning. This evening he will work on a large-scale canvas.

The culinary community in our region is vibrant and diverse. Be sure to visit 
each station to sip and sample the many flavors and discover new favorites!

Mamma Flora’s Trattoria
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Stampy Goblyn
An award-winning New Jersey tattoo artist, Stampy will be sketching, inking, and 
painting to create tattoo style and dark art. Stampy’s illustrations are adored and 
appreciated by fans and followers from New York to Florida. She lives and works in 
both Trenton and Philadelphia.



We are thrilled to have over 15 local musicians and entertainers 
performing throughout Mill One for your enjoyment. As you explore 
this evening, enjoy the sights and sounds of our talented 
entertainment community!

Guest Entrance
5:00 pm

Performers from the Trenton Circus Squad 

Guest Reception Area—1st Floor
5:00 pm—6:30 pm

Michael Bernabe (Jazz piano) 

Artists’ Lounge—1st Floor
5:00 pm—7:00 pm

Sean Kelly (Singer/songwriter, upright bass and guitar)

7:00 pm—8:30 pm 
Michael Bernabe and Liz Amaral (Jazz lounge music)

8:30 pm—10:00 pm 
Krystina Francine (Contemporary singer and pianist)

Cocktail area—3rd Floor
5:00 pm—6:30 pm

Dick Gratton (Jazz guitar)

7:00 pm—9:30 pm
Conor Choi and Friends (Contemporary acoustic covers) 

Conor Choi (Singer/songwriter) joined by
Sean Kelly (Singer/songwriter, upright bass and guitar) and 

Zoe Keller and Reed Alspach (Singer/songwriting duo) 

Also enjoy Ceilidh Madigan on saxophone and Robert Ruffis on bass 
accompaniment as they join other acts throughout the night.

Dining Room—3rd Floor 
6:30 pm—9:00 pm

DJ ItsJustAhmad 
(Classic and contemporary hits) 

Entertainment
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Thank You!



Now offering Massey Ferguson Tractors 

Offering a lineup from 20hp Utility Lawn Tractors 
to 100hp tractors and implements 

Celebrating 90 years of business in Belle Mead! 
We Still Sell and Service Cars and Trucks! 

Belle Mead Garage, Inc. 
2454 Highway 206  Belle Mead, NJ 08502 

908-359-8131  www.bellemeadgarage.com 

Belle Mead Garage, Inc.  C&C Garage LLC   

www.bellemeadgarage.com 











908-442-0190
thselec@msn.com

108 Old Route 518 east
Lambertville New Jersey

NJ Lic #7730
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